Dogs: Our Winning Technology?
Dogs, any dog lover will tell you, are essential. Without dogs we humans are, as a species,
poorer, stymied, incomplete somehow. Many of us cannot imagine modern life without dogs,
and if pushed, even hardened dog detractors can usually be made to concede the usefulness of
dogs in everything from search & rescue work to livestock herding. Now, however, it seems the
significance of dogs to humankind is no longer merely a notion shared by dog fanciers.
Recently, an anthropologist presented a compelling case that a possible reason humans won
out over Neanderthals in the evolutionary battle for survival was our close relationship with
dogs.
The context is one of archaeology’s biggest mysteries: why early humans came to dominate and
Neanderthals died out. Neanderthals had a lot going for them and shared many traits with early
humans. They, too, made advanced tools, had a language, and lived in complex social groups.
There are many hypotheses about human ascendancy, and a brand new one, based on
analysis of excavation finds and cave art, speculates that we owe it to our domestication of and
collaboration with dogs. Dogs, the theory goes, made humans vastly better hunters. They
helped us identify and catch prey, and they saved us precious energy by transporting animal
carcasses, post-hunt, strapped to their backs. (Paleolithic dogs were big and strong, weighing
70 lbs. and upwards.)
Another component of the theory builds on the “cooperative eye hypothesis,” the notion that
humans may have evolved the highly visible white parts of our eyes—a distinct disadvantage
when hunting—specifically to facilitate better communication with each other. Meaning we can
“speak silently” to each other using glances and expressions, and we are the only primates to
do so. The only other species with an affinity for eye contact and the ability to follow someone
else’s gaze? That’s right. Dogs. Potentially, we even developed this trait in conjunction with
dogs—we shaped one another. Humans may have been dogs’ ticket to survival and
evolutionary triumph (there are 400 million dogs in the world today, and counting). Wouldn’t it be
great if they turned out to be ours, too?

